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- MyTV: short introduction

- Where is multimedia going to bring television?

- Consumers need a guide

- brief case histories

- Story of a star: Gino comes out of the Web

Agenda
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Technology

- Founded in 2000 as the first 
web television in Italy

- We provide content and 
solutions for the creation and 
delivery of multimedia 
content on different digital
platforms.

MyTV



Tv Content

IPTV

DTT

- Fragmentation of the audiences

- Growing competition

- Change in business models

How the market is changing



REPORT 2005TLC STRATEGY

Broadcast streamWeb TV Portal

Extra contentVOD

Web based access to multimedia

Services are provided on a pull basis.
Consumers have full power in accessing content and must have
an active approach.

Actors: Telecom operators, commercial Tv.
Main objective: providing on demand content.



REPORT 2005BROADCASTER STRATEGY

Broadcast Stream

Vod Extra 
content

Interactivity

Program guide

Broadcast based access

Access through broadcast stream.
Interactive and additional content should be somehow related to the 
video stream. Consumers are guided through services.

Actors: Tv broadcasters
Main objective: providing extra services, educating the audience.



REPORT 2005EPG

An EPG-Magazine is the first instrument to realise 
these objectives and widen the market area of 

public  broadcasters.

The EPG-Magazine, adapted for different media 
plattforms, represents the common brand for 

broadcasters.

EPG is the user-interface that allow consumers 
to move easily inside the world of dTV contents. 

Magazine is the ideal concept to supply interactivity
and additional contents to users. 

Program guide



Guida! Rai



Televideo Rai



Rai News 24



Rai Utile



Festival di Sanremo - Rai



Lost is a fiction produced by Fox and 
programmed by RAI2  in prime time for 8 
weeks starting from the beginning of 
march.

Lost interactive game



Gino the chicken, lost in the net

Gino was born and became popular on the web.

He is not a simple chicken: he is an unconventional journalist, he is 
an actor, a politician. He is simply a star.

In 2001, one of Gino’s cartoons recorded 1,5 million downolads in 
15 days, and it has been calculated that it has been forwarded in 
more than 7 million emails.



Gino, from the net to television

Gino the chichen is now a tv cartoon co-produced by RAI, MyTV and 
Lanterna Magica.

8 episodes will be programmed By RAI3 in june and the complete 
series of 52 episodes will be on air on september.

The launch of the tv cartoon will be completed by Dtt applications 
and games, web and mobile services.


